
Cannon 18-55 lens Sticker set 

Overview of sticker positions 

 

 

 

Lens setting for placing  of small  V   S sticker (wound all way to 55 stop)   

 



Placing of small       V   S   sticker.   

Note the letters orientated the same way up as numbering on lens, and the line indicator next to “S” 

is positioned in line with manufactures mark at top centre of body/lens joint. 

 

 

Placing of large sticker.  Extend lens fully and mark centre line using straight edge(piece of paper 

in photo) from manufactures mark on body, then mark with pencil. 

 



Pencil mark on centre line of lens



 

position the sticker with the ‘C’ (centre) line on the pencil mark and the front  edge of sticker up 

to filter ring on end of lens (below) 

 



The final sticker to place is the smallest one. With the lens still wound fully out the sticker needs 

to be placed on the front edge of the Zoom ring with the line on it matching up with the centre 

line(below). 

 

 

Please note that a small error can mean the difference between a good shot and a poor shot, we 

would suggest that prior to fixing the final sticker you mark its position with a pencil and take a 

test shot with the lens at this setting.  

If the picture (doughnut) is out of focus in the area around the centre  spot but in focus around 

the outside of the picture then the focus point is set too far this should be compensated for by 

moving the pencil line towards the S and V  by 1 mm (end of blue arrow above). 

I If the picture (doughnut) is in focus in the area around the centre  spot but out of focus around 

the outside of the picture then the focus point is set too near  this should be compensated for by 

moving the pencil line away from  the S and V  by 1 mm (end of red arrow above). 



 


